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Manager

2/5
Intermediary

100.

Agent

Agent is manually or

automatically started up on

the system being managed

102v

Agent prompts the administrator

for its site specific password, or

optionally retrieves it from a

protected configuration file

01

104s

106>

Web server responds to the

Agent by returning its

Digital Certificate

108^

Agent connects to the

Intermediary

Agent receives the

Intermediary's Digital

Certificate and authenticates

the Intermediary

ill

03'

^ Agent passes the site specific password
' to the Intermediary and establishes a valid

connection.

Web server spawns a CGI process

which records in a protected database

the site specific password and

timestamp for the Agent

The Intermediary daemon process

now blocks on the valid connection

until a directive and/or a response

is received.

Agent now blocks on the valid connection

until a directive is received.

FIG. 3



200 ^

202 >

Manager

Browser session initiated

by the user

User enters the URL of the

Intermediary login page

#
3/5~

Intermediary Agent

204 >

208 >

210^

214>

218^

220*

^ Browser sends a connect request

to the intermediary Web server

Browser receives the

Intermediary's Digital

Certificate and authenticates

the Intermediary

Browser requests the login

page from the Intermediary

User enters in their account name

and password which the browser

uploads to the Intermediary

User receives authorization

confirmation

User enters the URL

requesting a list of Agents

Web server responds to the

Browser by returning its

Digital Certificate

.206

Web server returns the login page -212

Web server spawns a CGI

process which receives the

account information and

authorizes the user to connect

-216

Web server spawns a CGI

process which scans the

database for the list of active

Agents to which the User is

authorized access and

returns the list to the browser

(To Fig.^b)

^222

FIG. Ha



Manager

4/5*

Intermediary

/{From Fig.Va)

The Browser displays the list of

224 active Agents, and the User

selects the one they choose

to manage

Agent

226 >

230 >

234 >

236 >

The Browser uploads this

request to the Intermediary

/

Web server spawns a CGI

process which prompts for the

site specific password which

was supplied by the Agent

The User enters the site specific

password and the Browser

uploads it to the Intermediary \
Web server spawns a CGI

process which authorizes

that the User is allowed

to manage the Agent

The User sees the

authorization confirmation,

and enters a directive he

wants the Agent to execute

The Browser uploads the

request to the Intermediary

,228

.232

The directive is received by the

Intermediary which spawns a CGI process.

This process then passes the directive

through a continuous connection to the

child Intermediary daemon process. The
CGI process will now block until a valid

response is received from the child

Intermediary daemon process.

The child Intermediary daemon process

accepts the directive from the CGI process

and passes it along to the target Agent.

24£

(To f;3 . He)

FIG.^b



5/5
Manager Intermediary Agent

The Agent continues to block/

receive/send over the SSL connection
from the child Intermediary process

for additional directives.

The Agent accepts a directive from
the Intermediary then spawns a child

Agent daemon process which will

control the directive execution.

7H3

Z50-

The child Agent daemon process receives

output from the directive, and sends it to

the child Intermediary daemon process.

The child Intermediary daemon process
receives the response from the target

Agent and passes it along to the

Intermediary CGI process.

The CGI process which was blocking
receives the response from the child

Intermediary daemon process and return;

it to the Browser.

lihe Browser
;£ntermediary

receives the data from the

and displays it.
252

25V

The CGI process continues to block/
receive for responses from the child

Intermediary daemon process.

Z5C>

The sub-process recognizes that the

directive has completed and sends the

final results to the Intermediary, then
exits.

25£
The Intermediary continues to block/
receive/send responses from the Agent
to the CGI process.

The Browser receives the data
from the Intermediary and display it.

A
The CGI process determines that the
directive has been completed, then sends
the remaining response from the Agent
via the child Intermediary daemon
process to the Browser, then exits.

FIGAc


